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Description
Also wondering if anyone has started on ft-10r and ft40r info for this radio, I have the software and could send you a copy along with a
radio file for the ft-10r if that would help?
Have a great day.
James
Related issues:
duplicated by New Model # 2975: Yaesu FT-40

Closed
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History
#1 - 09/05/2012 03:41 pm - Tom Hayward
- Tracker changed from Bug to New Model
- Status changed from New to Blocked

I think you're asking to support a new radio model. If so, nothing can be done until a dev has the radio in his hands. See [[Rules For Loaning A Radio]]
if you have one you are willing to lend.

#2 - 02/18/2020 05:30 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Target version set to chirp-daily
- Chirp Version changed from 0.2.2 to daily
- Equipment Loan Offered set to No

The Yaesu FT-40 handheld (and its brother, the FT-10) are not on the list of supported radios (see Wiki main page) - but their cousin, the Yaesu
FT-50, is! It might be relatively easy to add these two.

#3 - 02/26/2020 02:47 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Subject changed from Yeasu FT-10R & FT40R to Yaesu FT-10R, FT40R
- Status changed from Blocked to Feedback
- Assignee set to Bernhard Hailer

If there's still interest, I'd like to give it a shot - if someone's willing to provide a loaner.
Please contact me if you want to provide a sample radio, but review "[[Rules For Loaning A Radio]]" first. I'm located in the California Bay Area.
Thanks!
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#4 - 01/17/2021 12:10 pm - Andrew Strutt
Bernhard Hailer wrote:
If there's still interest, I'd like to give it a shot - if someone's willing to provide a loaner.
Please contact me if you want to provide a sample radio, but review "[[Rules For Loaning A Radio]]" first. I'm located in the California Bay Area.
Thanks!

I am looking to buy these radios for my outdoor adventures/vehicles. If I do, I will loan a radio for this purpose. If you can add compatibility to CHIRP
for it.
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